Please visit our private Facebook
group Ark Castledown EYFS for more
ideas and examples of home learning.
Term two home learning activities bingo
Create a treasure
chest time capsule to
open at the end of the
year.
Place pictures, objects
and writing of all of
your child’s favourite
things in a box to
open at the end of the
year.

Take a trip on a bus or
train.
Collect pictures of the
journey to talk about
when you get home.

Visit the park to
collect different items
linked to autumn.

Elbow bump someone
in uniform who helps
us. Can you find out 1
thing about their job.

Go out in the rain to
jump in puddles and
catch rain on your
tongue. At home
discuss what you did
and how children felt.

Go for a walk in
woods to find out
about autumn
changes. Talk about
what you see.

Help a grown up cook
a meal.

Dance to a grown ups
favourite song.

Share a book with a
grown up every day
for a week.

Use the items
collected at the park
or woods to make a
picture and
photograph it.

Place I spy on your
way to school.

Blow bubbles and
chase them.

How many boxes can you colour in?
Here are some ideas linked to our theme for the week you might like to try at home. You
may want to try one of more of these activities or you might just want to choose an activity
from the home learning bingo.

Pinocchio
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication:
Use the story sheets to tell the story each day encourage the children to pick out their
favourite bits and talk about why they like them. As they become more familiar with the
story encourage them to use the pictures to retell the story themselves.
Imaginative play: encourage children to act out the story. Collect toys and discuss what they
are made from. How do they feel? Are they hard/soft? Heavy/light? Sort them into different
groups based on your discussions for example hard toys and soft toys or heavy toys and soft
toys.
Phonics: On the way to school or just before bed time spend some time being quiet and
listening. Discuss the sounds you can hear. Are they loud or quiet sounds? What is making
the sound?
Maths: Compare the size of 2 toys – which is biggest which is smallest?

Kipper’s Toybox
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication: Compare your toys with the toy’s Kipper has what is the same and what is
different?
Imaginative play: make a sock puppet.
Phonics: Letter m. Have a sound hunt “Off we go around the house to find something
beginning with….(m).” Find as many objects as you can around the house that begin with
the sound ‘m’.
Maths: Practice counting in different situations. For example how many steps you walk up,
how many forks are on the dinner table, how many teddies are sitting on the bed. Line up 7
toys and practice counting them using a finger to point at each sound as it’s said.
Sing songs that include counting;
1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish…
10 Little fingers
Zoom to the moon

Gingerbread Man
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication: Shared the story together. Encourage children to find their favourite parts
and talk about them. Talk about what the gingerbread man did wrong, how could he show
he is sorry. Draw pictures or write letters to show he is sorry. Develop their name
recognition by hiding their name card around the house to find – emphasise the initial
sound in their name when talking to them e.g. could b-b-…billy pass me the remote control?
Imaginative play: Make some gingerbread.
Phonics: Letter a. Have a sound hunt “Off we go around the house to find something
beginning with….(a).” Find as many objects as you can around the house that begin with the
sound ‘a’.
Maths:
Practice counting in different situations. For example how many steps you walk up, how
many forks are on the dinner table, how many teddies are sitting on the bed. Line up 7 toys
and practice counting them using a finger to point at each sound as it’s said.
Sing songs that include counting;
1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish…
10 Little fingers
Zoom to the moon

Dear Santa
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication: Develop their name recognition by hiding their name card around the
house to find – emphasise the initial sound in their name when talking to them e.g. could bb-…billy pass me the remote control?
Rainbow names: Write the name on a piece of paper and encourage the children to trace
over it in different colours.
Imaginative play: Design and make their own toys using paper and old cardboard boxes
from around the house.
Phonics: Letter s. Have a sound hunt “Off we go around the house to find something
beginning with….(s).” Find as many objects as you can around the house that begin with the
sound ‘s’.
Maths: Use objects or colour to create simple repeating patterns for children to continue for
example with coloured paper or cutlery.

The Jolly Christmas Postman
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication: Continue to work on name recognition. Writing their name in their
greetings card. Discuss the characters in the story. Are there any we recognise from other
stories? Which stories? Compare this story to their fairy tales that characters are from.
Imaginative play: Make a season’s greetings card.
Phonics: Letter d. Have a sound hunt “Off we go around the house to find something
beginning with….(d).” Find as many objects as you can around the house that begin with the
sound ‘d’.
Maths: Around the house or on the way to/from school search for different shapes.
Encourage children to name the shapes e.g. What shape is this? Or Can you find a…? Talk
about the features of the shape; how many sides?, how many vertices (corners)?
Together cut up some different shapes and ask them to make a pictures using the different
shapes can they name the shapes they’ve used?

The Nativity Story
Encourage your child to talk about school by using the relaxed question phrase ‘Tell me
about…’
Communication: Continue to work on name recognition and writing. Write a list for Santa.
Imaginative play: Create a Christmas decoration.
Choose one of the paper craft activities to make.
Phonics: Letter t. Have a sound hunt “Off we go around the house to find something
beginning with….(t).” Find as many objects as you can around the house that begin with the
sound ‘t’.
Maths: Around the house or on the way to/from school search for different shapes.
Encourage children to name the shapes e.g. What shape is this? Or Can you find a…? Talk
about the features of the shape; how many sides?, how many vertices (corners)?
Together cut up some different shapes and ask them to make a pictures using the different
shapes can they name the shapes they’ve used?

